My Favorite Chicken Stock

I spent years convinced that homemade stock was a waste of time. There were perfectly usable stocks that I could buy at the grocery store. Why would I want to spend the time making stock from scratch? Especially at my house where we are constantly losing food in the freezer. When I worked for a catering company someone made stock at least once a week. Unfortunately, it wasn’t particularly good stock. Who ever made it broke almost every basic tenant of stock making. They started with hot water, and they cooked the stock at a rolling boil for a short period of time. Bleh. 

When I went to the CIA I learned how to make stock that was worth the time (and I had to in order to pass the class). I think it was made just with chicken bones and mirepoix (I just consulted with Pro Chef...it was).  It cooked for 4-6 hours and was golden and chicken-ey. When I came home, that was the stock I made. 

But there was a problem with it. I wanted more gelatin. I wanted it to have more stick to your ribs quality. It lacked unctiousness. This is not that stock. 

This chicken stock is full of gelatin. In fact, you could use this stock to make a chicken flavored jello mold. The secret is the chicken feet. They are just full of collagen and connective tissue. As an added bonus, chicken feet are cheap. I bought mine at Whole Foods for just over $1 per pound. The butcher and I also had a long conversation about how awesome chicken feet are in stock. 

The recipe is adapted from the Tartine Bread cookbook by Chad Robertson. I use the ingredients of his recipe, but the technique is from the CIA. This is the easiest stock I have ever made. You dump everything in the pot, turn it to low and forget about it. Did I mention it makes a ton of stock? It makes 6-8 quarts full of gelatinous goodness just begging to be used in soups, sauces, beans, whatever your heart desires really. Oh, and it freezes beautifully. 

My Favorite Chicken Stock
Heavily adapted from the Tartine Bread Cookbook

I usually have a bag of chicken scraps waiting to be used for stock. If you don’t, use a whole small chicken or whatever parts are on sale, preferably dark meat. 

Ingredients
2 pounds chicken feet, rinsed
1 pound chicken wings
1 small chicken or 3 pounds chicken scraps or chicken parts
2 onions roughly chopped (I leave the skin on)
4 ribs celery roughly chopped
4 carrots roughly chopped
2 fresh bay leaves (or 1 dried)
10 sprigs thyme

Place all of the ingredients in a large pot, at least 8 quarts and cover with cold water. In an 8 quart pot like I used, this will be to the very top of the pot. Set the pot over low heat and leave it for 4-6 hours. The stock should be just below a simmer. Don’t let the stock boil unless you like cloudy stock (no one does). When the 4-6 hours are up, strain the stock through a fine mesh strainer. 

Refrigerate the strained stock overnight. When cooled, the stock should wobble like jello, not slosh around. I always defat my stock when it has cooled. Sometimes the fat sets hard, sometimes it doesn’t. If the fat is firmly set lift it out. If it is not firmly set, skim the fat off the top with a large spoon. 

Stock can be frozen (I like to portion it into 2 cup increments) for up to 6 months. 
